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Abstract

Using the strange-hadron mass spectrum, the �q=T and �s=T values obtained from

strange particle ratios, we estimate the temperature of the equilibrated primordial

state for several nuclear interactions at AGS and SPS. Fitting the systematics for

T; �q and transverse ow velocity we predict their values at RHIC. On the basis

of lattice calculations and experimental evidence, we propose the existence of an

intermediate phase: the Decon�ned Quark Matter (DQM) phase with massive and

correlated quarks. We de�ne the �s = 0 curve as the boundary between the HG and

DQM phases for the strange-hadron sector and write an empirical EoS for the latter

region. Its distinct characteristic is the negative strange-quark chemical potential.

Experimental suggestion for �s < 0 may have been seen in S+A interactions at

200A GeV.
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1 INTRODUCTION

It is generally expected that ultra-relativistic nucleus{nucleus collisions will provide
the basis for strong interaction thermodynamics, which will lead to new physics. Accurate
knowledge of (thermo)dynamic quantities, such as the temperature and chemical poten-
tials of the primordial state, and the transverse ow velocity, will be invaluable for the
identi�cation of new phenomena.

On a phenomenological level, we expect strongly interacting matter to undergo two
consecutive phase transitions: quark decon�nement and chiral symmetry restoration. The
former takes place earlier and is followed by the diminishing of qq correlation, as the
result of colour charge screening, and by the decrease of the (decon�ned) quark mass with
increasing temperature. It �nally leads to full chiral symmetry restoration and the forma-
tion of ideal Quark{Gluon Plasma (QGP). The region mapped on the phase diagramme
during their e�ect creates an intermediate region, the Decon�ned Quark Matter (DQM)
phase, between the Hadron Gas (HG) and QGP phases. We propose such a 3-region
phase diagramme and show that it can be described by the variation in the strange-quark
chemical potential of the system.

2 THE FORMALISM

The strange-hadron mass spectrum is given by the partition function in the Boltz-
mann approximation. We assume that the system has attained (at least local) thermal
and chemical equilibration of three avours [1, 2].

ln ZHG(V; T; �) =
X

k

Zk�
i

�ki (1)

Zk(V; T ) = (V T 3=2�2)
X

j

gj(mj=T )
2K2(mj=T ) ; (2)

where the fugacity �ki controls the quark content of the k-strange hadron and i = s
and b for the strangeness and baryon number (�b = �3q = exp(3�q=T ), respectively. The
summation in (2) indicates the sum of all resonances of each hadron species with mass mj;
the degeneracy factor gj counts the spin and isospin degrees of freedom of the j-resonance.
Kaons with mass up to 2045 MeV/c2, hyperons up to 2350 MeV/c2 and cascades up
to 2025 MeV/c2 are included. We assume isospin symmetry in (1) (�u = �d = �q).
Strangeness neutrality gives:

hNs � N�si = (T=V )d=d�s[ln ZHG(V; T; �s; �q)] = 0 ; (3)

which reduces to

ZK(�s�
�1
q ��q��1s )+ZY(�s�

2
q���1s ��2q )+2Z�(�

2
s�q���2s ��1q ) = 0 : (4a)

De�ning the quantity

 = �s�
�1
q = exp(�s=T )exp(��q=T ) ; (4b)

(4a) becomes

2Z��
6
q

4+ �3q(ZK + ZY�
3
q)

3� (ZY + ZK�
3
q)� 2Z� = 0 : (4c)
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Equation (4) de�nes the strange-quark chemical potential in terms of �q and T . It inter-
relates the three thermodynamic quantities, �s; �q and T , in the equilibrated primordial
state1). We use this relation to determine the temperature of the state, knowing the values
of �s=T and �q=T from experimental strange-particle ratios [2]. It is simply written as

�HGs (T; �q) = �q + T ln   = f(T;mk) ; (5)

 is calculated from (4c).
In the HG phase with �q > 0, the coupling of �q and �s in strange hadrons does

not require that �s = 0 everywhere in this phase. The condition �s = 0 requires that
�s = ��1s = 1, and (4a) becomes [3]

[ZY(�q + ��1q )� ZK + 2Z�](�q � ��1q ) = 0 : (6)

The �rst factor gives �q as a function of T , for which �s = 0:

�q = T cosh�1(ZK=2ZY � Z�=ZY) : (7)

Note that the vanishing of the strange-quark chemical potential on this line has nothing
to do with the QGP phase, where �s = 0 by de�nition.

3 ANALYSIS OF STRANGE-PARTICLE DATA

3.1 Temperature

Using Eq. (5), we analysed several nucleus{nucleus interactions from AGS and SPS.
Table 1 lists the thermodynamic quantities of the primordial state for all systems consid-
ered. Intuitively, the maximum temperature of the state should depend on the total en-
ergy in the c.m. system divided by the number of participant nucleons sharing this energy:
To /

p
s/participant, where the number of participants is Apart = Apr[1+1:4(Atg=Apr)

1=3].
This is shown in Fig. 1 for mid-rapidity data of central interactions: Si+Au (AGS) and
S+A (SPS). We also include the temperature of Au+Au (1.15A GeV) [4]. Predictions are
summarized in Table 1.

For Au+Au interactions we studied the variation of the temperature To as a function
of the total c.m. energy (Fig. 2a). The two lower points are experimental [4, 5], whilst the
others are the predictions (Table 1).

3.2 Transverse ow

The compression of nuclear uid at the initial stage of the collision results in a radial
ow of the participant matter. One can determine the ow velocity, � = v/c, if one knows
the temperature To and the inverse slope parameter I, using the Doppler shift formula
which interrelates the two quantities:

To = I
p
[(1� �)=(1 + �)]! � = [1� (To=I)

2]=[1 + (To=I)
2] (8)

1) In central nuclear collisions, the mid-rapidity (equilibrated) primordial state is characterized by the

thermodynamic quantities: �b; �s; T; Sb(T; �b). The baryo-chemical potential in the primordial state

is characteristic of the interacting system. It is conserved and survives through hadronization. The

entropy (per baryon) is also conserved, assuming isentropic hadronization. Since Sb is a function of

T and �b, it follows that the temperature of the state should be conserved and survive through

hadronization. This leads to the conservation of the strange-quark chemical potential, since the quan-

tities �b; �s and T are related through Eq. (5), which refers to the primordial state. Therefore, the

conservation (and survival through hadronization) of �b; �s and T of the state, together with their

appropriate inter-relation, allow us to determine the primordial values of these quantities through the

experimental strange-particle ratios, which give (�b=T ) and (�s=T ).
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Table 1: Thermodynamic quantities obtained from experiments and from our analysis.
The (}) denotes predictions based on the current AGS and SPS data.

Interaction T (MeV) �q (MeV) �

BEVELAC

Au+Au, 0.15A GeV 32� 10 0:12� 0:05
Au+Au, 1.15A GeV 81� 24 158� 25 0:32� 0:05
AGS

Si+Au, 14.5A GeV 129� 5 170� 10 0:39� 0:04
}Au+Au, 10.5A GeV 126� 9 180� 22 0:38� 0:08
CERN

S+W(WA85) 200A GeV 197� 7 83� 7 0:17� 0:06
S+Ag(NA35) 200A GeV 182� 19 88� 12 0:23� 0:11
S+S(NA35) 200A GeV 183� 15 71� 10 0:10� 0:09
S+S(WA94) 200A GeV 200� 4 80� 4 0:05� 0:03
}Pb+Pb, 158A GeV 194� 13 142� 18 0:27� 0:07
}Pb+Pb, 80A GeV 176� 11 152� 19 0:30� 0:07
}Pb+Pb, 40A GeV 159� 11 162� 20 0:33� 0:07
}Ag+Ag, 200A GeV 200� 13 117� 15 0:20� 0:06
RHIC

}Au+Au, ps = 200A GeV 322� 22 64� 11 0:05� 0:05
}Au+Au, ps = 100A GeV 286� 19 87� 12 0:11� 0:05
}Au+Au, ps = 50A GeV 249� 16 107� 14 0:17� 0:06
}Ni+Ni, p

s = 200A GeV 322� 22 25� 9 0.0
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Figure 1: Temperature vs. (
p
s/participant). Small squares indicate predictions for corre-

sponding interactions.
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Intuitively, we anticipate the compression of nuclear matter (and correspondingly
the transverse ow) to be inversely proportional to the total energy per participant nucleon
in the centre-of-mass system, divided by the number of participants:

� / [
p
s=(participant)2]�1 :

The results are summarized in Table 1.
The transverse ow velocity is expected to increase with increasing incident energy

up to the point where nuclear transparency sets in. Increasing the energy, both compres-
sion and transverse ow should decrease and become null at the energy where full nuclear
transparency is established. Note that this is a combined e�ect of the incident energy and
the participant mass of the colliding system.

In Fig. 2b we plot the Au+Au (1.15A GeV, 0.15A GeV) data and the predicted
values for 10.5A GeV and

p
s = 50, 100 and 200A GeV. It suggests that the disappearance

of transverse ow at low energy occurs at
p
s � 1:35A GeV, in accordance with other

experimental evidence [6]. The disappearance of ow at high energy is indicated at
p
s >

200A GeV. The maximum �, of the order of 0.4, is observed at
p
s � (4{5)A GeV for the

Au+Au system. Note, the ow estimated using To is smaller than that estimated using
the (lower) freeze-out temperature.
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Figure 2: (a) Quarkchemical potential and temperature vs.
p
s for Au+Au; (b) transverse

ow velocity. Lines are to guide the eye.
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3.3 Quarkchemical potential

The quarkchemical potential in a nuclear matter state represents the baryon num-
ber concentration. This in turn depends on the matter density. We anticipate, there-
fore, the quarkchemical potential to be inversely proportional to the total energy per
participant in the c.m. system, divided by the number of participant nucleons: �q /
[
p
s/(participant)2]�1. The results of our estimations are listed in Table 1. In Fig. 2a we

show the systematics of the quarkchemical potential for Au+Au as a function of
p
s. The

maximum value of O(200 MeV) is achieved at
p
s � (4{5)A GeV. The baryon density,

which is a function of �q and T , peaks at higher
p
s, as seen in Fig. 3 for the Pb+Pb

system.
Figure 4 shows the phase diagramme and the location of the states produced in

nuclear interactions in ongoing and future experiments.
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Figure 3: Thermodynamic quantities for Pb+Pb and Ag+Ag at several energies.
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4 3-REGION PHASE DIAGRAM

The existence of 3 regions in the QCD phase diagramme has been suggested be-
fore, on a phenomenological or conceptual basis [1, 2, 3, 7]. Here we propose such a
3-phase diagramme and show that it can be described by the variation | in magni-
tude and sign | of the strange-quark chemical potential [8], in addition to the inherent
dynamics and characteristics of each phase.

4.1 HG phase

For the strange-hadron gas sector, we consider the �s = 0 curve, T (�q = 0) �
198 MeV, as the upper limit of the HG phase. Beyond this line, strange hadrons are
decomposed into their constituent quarks. In this phase the Equation of State (EoS)
[Eq. (1)] gives Eq. (5) for �s:

�HGs (T ; �q) = �q + T ln   = f(T ;mk) ;

 is given by Eq. (4c) and mk is the mass of the k-strange hadron (k stands for K, Y, �).

4.2 QGP phase

We consider the region above the T (�q = 0) � 250 MeV � 1.3 Td phase curve
(dashed) as the lower limit of the ideal Quark{Gluon Plasma phase. In this region the
order parameters | average thermal Wilson loop hLi and scalar quark density h �  i |
have reached their asymptotic values [9].

In the QGP phase the EoS for the strange quarks has the form [10]

ln ZQGP(V; T; �) = (V T 3gs=2�
2)(ms=T )

2(�s + ��1s )K2(ms=T ) ; (9)

where gs and ms are the degeneracy and current mass, respectively, of the s-quark.
Strangeness neutrality gives �s = ��1s = 1 or �QGPs (T; �q) = 0, throughout this phase,
independent of temperature.
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4.3 DQM phase

We consider the region between the two curves to be the Decon�ned Quark Mat-
ter phase with massive and correlated quarks. In the DQM phase the bag pressure has
vanished and �"(physical{pertubative) = 0. Near the HG boundary, quarks have near
constituent mass and the correlation between qq is maximum, a prelude to con�nement
into hadrons. The correlation of the decon�ned quarks diminishes as colour charge density
increases with temperature. Similarly, the mass decreases at the DQM! QGP transition
(full chiral symmetry restoration) and quarks attain current masses.

The necessity for a DQM phase is born out of lattice calculations of the order
parameters, which even for vanishing baryon number are not `step functions', but have
�nite width. For �b > 0 and/or the inclusion of the strange quark, this is much more
evident [9a,b]. This is also alluded to experimentally by S+A interactions at 200A GeV
[2], where h�si � 0 MeV and "HG � "QGP(as � 0:6) for 3-quark avours, indicating
the vanishing di�erence of the energy density between true and perturbative vacua on
the �s = 0 curve. It also suggests the necessity for an intermediate DQM phase, since
interactions should not go directly from HG (as � 1) to ideal QGP (as � 0), but through
a transition region where 1 > as > 0.

In constructing the EoS in the DQM phase, we use the two order parameters: the
average thermal Wilson loop, hLi = Rd(T ; �q) � 0! 1, as T = Td ! Tqgp, describing the
quark decon�nement-uncorrelation, and the scalar quark density, h �  i = Rch(T; �q) �
1! 0, as T = Td ! Tqgp, denoting the scaling of the quark mass. Even though this state is
above Td, the decon�ned quarks remain correlated as `hadron-like states' for a substantial
interval. The diminishing of this correlation, as a result of the increase of colour charge
screening, is approximated by the factor (1� Rd) � 1! 0, as T = Td ! Tqgp.

The mass of the quarks decreases after Td and reaches the bare quark value (mu �
5 MeV, md � 9 MeV, ms � 170 MeV) at Tqgp. To approximate this and also to account
for the `e�ective mass' of the state, we use the scaled partition function of the HG, ln
ZHG

�, where the strange hadron mass mk
�, decreases with increasing temperature and

assumes, at Tqgp, the minimum value, mk
o, equal to the sum of its bare quark masses:

mK
o � 175 MeV, mY

o � 185 MeV, mX
o � 350 MeV. The hadron masses scale according

to: mk
� = Rch[mk �mk

o] +mk
o.

The gluon �eld, producing independent q�q pairs with current masses, contributes to
the formation of the QGP state at the rate of decon�nement Rd. Employing the described
dynamics in the DQM phase, we construct the empirical EoS:

ln ZDQM(V; T; �) � [1� Rd(T; �q)]ln ZHG
�(V; T; �) +Rd(T; �q)ln ZQGP(V; T; �) : (10)

Strangeness neutrality gives

�s
DQM(T; �q) = �q + T ln ;  = f(T;mk

�) : (11)

 now includes the (T; �q)-dependent factors Rch and Rd, as well as the EoS in the QGP
phase. It is given by [compare with (4c)]

(1� Rd)2Z�
��6q

4+[(1� Rd)(ZK
� + ZY

��3q)�
3
q +Rd(3V=�

2)(ms=T )
2T 3K2(ms=T )�

4
q]

3

�[(1� Rd)(ZY
� + ZK

��3q) + Rd(3V=�
2)(ms=T )

2T 3K2(ms=T�
2
q] (12)

�(1� Rd)2Z�
� = 0

Figure 5 shows the variation of �s
DQM(T ) (solid line) for �q = 0:4T . We also show

the variation of �s
DQM with only the term ln ZHG

� in Eq. (10) and the behaviour of Eq. (5)
for comparison.
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Figure 5: �s vs. T in DQM phase (see text).

Note that:
a) Equation (5) gives small, monotonically negative values for �s in this region, con-

tinuing from the HG phase (dotted curve). However, pure hadronic states are not
realistic or viable at such high temperatures.

b) Scaling alone of the hadron (quark) masses produces abruptly large negative strange
quarkchemical potential, saturating at high temperatures without ever reaching the
QGP phase value of zero (dashed curve).

c) Equation (11) gives large negative values for �s, which, after reaching a minimum,
returns to zero as the QGP phase is approached. The upturn of the curve is caused by
the diminishing of the mass-scaled `hadron-like states' (vanishing of qq correlation)
and by the increasing contribution of the QGP state with temperature.

5 STRANGE-QUARK CHEMICAL POTENTIAL

Figure 6 shows the variation of the strange-quark chemical potential, throughout
the phase diagramme, on the vertical plane formed by the �s-axis and the line �q = 0:4T
on the (T��q)-plane. �s attains positive values in the HG because of the coupling between
�q and �s in strange hadrons. It becomes zero crossing the (T � �q)-plane on the �s = 0
curve, signifying the vanishing of the coupling in hadrons. It then becomes negative in the
DQM phase because of the coupling now between the decon�ned and correlated quarks
and �nally returns to zero as the QGP phase is approached, where quarks have bare mass
and there is no coupling. The magnitude of the negative strange-quark chemical potential
should be thought of in a qualitative manner in this calculation because of the approximate
treatment of the dynamics in the DQM phase. A detailed, quantitative treatment of the
EoS, using a 3-avour e�ective Lagrangian in the Nabu{Jona-Lasinio model is underway
[11].

Experimentally, central S+S and S+W data at 200A GeV of WA94/85 at CERN
[12] gave the strange-particle ratios at mid-rapidity for mT > 1:9 GeV/c:

S+S �+=�� = 0:54� 0:06 ��=� = 0:22� 0:01
S+W �+=�� = 0:47� 0:06 ��=� = 0:196� 0:011

From these ratios we calculate

S+S : �q=T = 0:402� 0:024 �s=T = �0:047� 0:038

T = 200� 4 MeV
p
s=part = 9:7
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S+W : �q=T = 0:424� 0:028 �s=T = �0:033� 0:043

T = 197� 7 MeV
p
s=part = 9:1

Figure 7 shows the �s=T curve vs. temperature in the DQM phase for
�q=T = 0.4. The two experimental points from S+S and S+W interactions are put on the
curve, from which their temperature is derived. Note that for the S+S interaction, Rch �
0:93 and Rd � 0:07, indicating a small decrease of the hadron (quark) mass and strong qq
correlation. Figure 8 shows the experimental �s=T points vs. log(

p
s/participant), since

the maximum temperature of the state varies linearly with log(
p
s/participant) (Fig. 1).

The experimental suggestion from these two points is that, above a certain temperature
the strange-quark chemical potential may become negative.
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Figure 6: �s vs. T , from Eqs. (5) and (12), shown on the vertical plane, formed by the
�s-axis and the line �q = 0:4T on the (T � �q)-plane.
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Figure 7: �s=T vs. T for �q = 0:4T in DQM phase. Data points from S+S and S+W are
indicated on the curve.
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6 SUMMARY

We determined the temperature of the equilibrated primordial state using the exper-
imental �q=T and �s=T values obtained from strange-particle ratios. We also established
the existence and determined the magnitude of the transverse-ow velocity for several nu-
clear interactions at AGS and SPS, thus disentangling the ow from the thermal e�ects.
Based on our analysis, we propose the following:

{ At SPS, the S-induced collisions at 200A GeV have reached the upper limit of
hadronic physics. Some selected interactions have passed the threshold to the quark
decon�nement region. Selected Pb+Pb events (high pT, low multiplicity) at 158A GeV
should also be situated in the DQM phase, which would be identi�ed by the obser-
vation of large negative strange-quark chemical potential of the order of 40 MeV.
For this case, Rch � 0:68 and Rd � 0:32, indicating a substantial decrease in the
hadron (quark) mass and in qq correlation of about 30%.

{ From the systematics, another promising interaction in terms of temperature, energy
and baryon density is Ag+Ag at 200A GeV (Fig. 3). Lowering the Pb-beam energy
will not o�er the possibility of `new physics', since all thermodynamic quantities
decrease, while the transverse-ow velocity increases (Table 1).

{ Au+Au interactions at 10.5A GeV are far from the decon�ned state.
{ At RHIC, Ni+Ni interactions at

p
s = 200A GeV should present an almost baryon-

free mid-rapidity, concentrating the baryon number at larger rapidities and present-
ing the possibility for `Centauro' events and strangelets [13]. Au+Au at

p
s < 200A

GeV will produce a baryon-rich central region with high temperature. Thus RHIC
will make possible the study of the decrease and disappearance of nuclear opacity
at the high-energy end.
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